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Abstrat

Systems with long range interations in general are not additive,

whih an lead to an inequivalene of the miroanonial and anon-

ial ensembles. The miroanonial ensemble may show riher be-

havior than the anonial one, inluding negative spei� heats and

other non-ommon behaviors. We propose a lassi�ation of miro-

anonial phase transitions, of their link to anonial ones, and of the

possible situations of ensemble inequivalene. We disuss previously

observed phase transitions and inequivalene in self-gravitating, two-

dimensional �uid dynamis and non-neutral plasmas. We note a

number of generi situations that have not yet been observed in suh

systems.
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1 Introdution

In a large number of physial systems, any single partile experienes a fore

whih is dominated by interations with far away partiles. For instane,

in a system with algebrai deay of the inter-partile potential V (r)� r! 1

1=r� , when � is less than the dimension of the system, the interation is

long range (suh interations are sometimes alled �non-integrable�). Suh

long range interating systems are not-additive, as the interation of any

marosopi part of the system with the whole is not negligible with respet

to the internal energy of the given part.

The main physial examples of non-additive, long range interating sys-

tems are: astrophysial self-gravitating systems [10, 14, 30, 33, 36, 41, 45℄,

two-dimensional or geophysial �uid dynamis [12, 34, 39℄, and ertain

plasma physis models [18, 27℄. Spin systems [5, 23℄ and toy models [2℄

with long range interations have also been widely studied.

As a onsequene of the lak of additivity, peuliar thermodynami be-

haviors are likely to be observed in suh Hamiltonian systems. For instane,

the usual proof of the validity of the anonial ensemble, for a system in

ontat with a thermostat, or for a part of a bigger isolated system, uses ex-

pliitly this additivity property. Hertel and Thirring provided a toy model,

mimiking self-gravitating dynamis [20℄, whih displays inequivalene be-

tween anonial and miroanonial solutions, with negative spei� heat

regions in the miroanonial ensemble. Negative spei� heat and ensem-

ble inequivalene, previously known to astrophysiists, were then found in

various �elds: plasma physis [27, 40℄, 2D �uid dynamis [8℄ and geophys-

ial �uid dynamis [16℄. These examples show that new types of phase

transitions are found in long range interating systems.

A natural question then arises: do we know all possible behaviors stem-

ming from long range interations, and, if not, what are the possible phe-

nomenologies? The aim of this artile is to answer the question by provid-

ing a lassi�ation of all miroanonial and anonial phase transitions,

in long range interating systems, with emphasis on situations of ensemble

inequivalene. Although we restrit here to long range interating systems,

we want to stress that these systems are not the only ones for whih en-

semble inequivalene may our [13℄. Let us note also that the deep link

between ensemble inequivalene and dynamial non-linear stability issues

has been reently reognized [17℄, whih provides a further inentive for

this study.

In order to formalize the problem, we �rst argue, in setion 2, that the

mean �eld approah is exat, in the limit of a large number of partiles,

for most systems with long range interations. In this mean �eld ontext,

the miroanonial equilibrium is de�ned by the maximization, with re-
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spet to an order parameter, of an entropy with an energy onstraint. The

anonial equilibrium is then given by the minimization of the assoiated

free energy. The study of phase transitions is thus redued to the study

of the singularities of these two variational problems, while the study of

ensemble inequivalene is redued to omparing the equilibrium states in

both ensembles.

We propose a lassi�ation of all singularities, onvexity hanges, and

onvexi�ation properties of entropy funtions, independently of the un-

derlying physial problem; it uses the tools of singularity theory, along

the lines of the works of Varhenko [44℄ and Aiardi [1℄, on the lassi�a-

tion of phase transitions for binary mixtures, in lassial thermodynamis.

We thus lassify all miroanonial and anonial phase transitions, their

mutual link, and all situations of ensemble inequivalene.

In setion 3, we arry on this program when one internal (the energy

for instane) and one external parameter are varied ; we then review the

transitions already found in the (known to us) literature, by studying a-

tual N -body systems. We will see that the lassi�ation identi�es many

new possibilities besides the well-known negative spei� heat regions. In

setion 4, we give a similar lassi�ation and omparison with the existing

literature for systems with a parity symmetry.

In all this work, we study the possible inequivalene of ensembles, when

only one dynamial onstraint is taken into aount. This is valid for

inequivalene between the miroanonial and the anonial ensembles, or

between the anonial and grand anonial ensembles, for instane. We

brie�y disuss the generalization to several onstraints in the onlusion.

2 Mean �eld statistial mehanis and ensem-

ble inequivalene

2.1 Miroanonial and anonial equilibrium states

Amodel will be said to have long range interations when any single partile

experienes a fore for whih a marosopi number of partiles ontribute,

and suh that the ontribution of losest partiles is negligible when the

number of partiles N goes to in�nity. The statistial equilibrium states of

suh systems are generially desribed by mean-�eld variational problems.

We �rst give some heuristi justi�ation of this statement, before referring

to rigorous proofs for spei� models.

The energy of suh systems an be approximated, in the large N limit,

by the energy of a oarse-grained variable m whih may be a salar, a vetor

or a �eld (H � N ! 1 N h(m )). The desription of equilibrium strutures

then amounts to ompute the probability P (m )of this oarse-grained �eld.
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This probability is haraterized by an entropy funtion or funtional in the

large N limit: log(P (m ))� N ! 1 N s(m ). As a result, the miroanonial

equilibrium state m m and entropy of the system S(E ), for a given energy E ,

are the solutions of the maximization of the entropy funtion (funtional)

swith the energy onstraint (this general approah is explained in [16℄):

S(E )= sup
m

fs(m )jh(m )= E g = s(m m ): (1)

The points where the supremum is reahed de�nes m m (E ), the miroanon-

ial equilibrium state at energy E . We suppose that it exists

1

; however it

is not neessarily unique.

With similar arguments, the anonial

2

equilibrium m c, at inverse tem-

perature �, is given by the minimization of the free energy funtional:

F (�)= inf
m
f� s(m )+ �h(m )g = � s(m c)+ �h(m c) (2)

We note that the usual free energy is F (�)=�. Nevertheless, for sake of

simpliity, we will always all F the free energy

3

. The points where the

in�mum is reahed de�nes m c(�), the anonial equilibrium state at inverse

temperature �; we suppose that it exists, but as in the miroanonial

ase, it is not neessarily unique. In a anonial ontext, this redution

to a variational problem was already rigorously desribed for gravitating

fermions in [21℄, and in a more general setting in [31℄.

Suh a mean �eld desription has been proposed for the point-vortex

system [24℄, two dimensional inompressible �ows [34, 37℄, Quasi-geostrophi

�ows, rotating Shallow-Water model [12℄

4

, self-gravitating systems [10,

30, 36, 41℄, plasma physis [18, 27℄, spin systems [2, 5, 23℄. Some rigor-

ous large deviations results, on�rming this mean �eld desription, have

been rigorously obtained for a large lass of long range interating systems:

two-dimensional or quasi-geostrophi models [16, 32, 38℄, the point vortex

model [8, 26℄, spin systems [5℄.

From now on, we all miroanonially stable, metastable and unstable

state respetively a global maximum of problem (1) (that is a miroanon-

ial equilibrium state), a loal maximum of (1) whih is not global, and

1

the existene has to be proved for eah ase, using properties of the entropy fun-

tional s(m ), whih is usually stritly onave.

2

in systems with long range interation, the anonial ensemble does not desribe

the �utuations of a small subsystem. However it an desribe �utuation of the whole

system oupled to a thermostat with vanishingly small oupling.

3

For negative temperature states, for instane in two dimensional turbulene, the

funtional � s(m )+ �h(m )must still be minimized, whereas the usual free energy should

be maximized. Suh a notation thus simpli�es the disussion.

4

The main peuliarity of models of two dimensional or quasi-geostrophi �ows is the

existene of an in�nite number of onserved quantities (Casimirs), due to the ontinuous

nature of the dynamis, and similar to the onserved quantity of a Vlasov dynamis.
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a loal minimum or a saddle point of (1). We de�ne similarly anonially

stable, metastable and unstable states with problem (2). In the following

we will study generi properties of the two dual variational problems (1)

and (2), independently of any spei� system. The Lagrange multiplier

result insures that, for a given energy E , a ritial point of (1) is a ritial

point of (2) for some value of �, verifying � ds+ �dh = 0 5

. However the

stability of this ritial point (stable, metastable, unstable) may di�er for

the two variational problems. We will say that the miroanonial and

anonial ensembles are equivalent at an energy E if it exists � suh that

m m (E )=m c(�) (with m c(�) anonially stable). In the opposite ase, we

will say that the two ensembles are not equivalent. The problem of ensem-

ble equivalene thus redues to the study of the solutions of the two general

variational problems (1) and (2). In the following paragraph, we reall the

results linking ensemble equivalene and the onavity of S(E ).

2.2 Charaterization of ensemble equivalene

It is lassially known that ensemble equivalene is related to the onavity

of the entropy S (E ) (for instane authors of [26℄ use this property as a

de�nition). If the entropy is twie di�erentiable and non onave at some

point, both ensembles are obviously not equivalent, sine the spei� heat

is always positive in the anonial ensemble

6

. More generally, ensemble

inequivalene is ompletely haraterized by the onavity of S (E ). The

onave envelope of the S(E ) urve is de�ned as the boundary of the in-

tersetion of all losed half-spaes whih ontains the S(E )urve. One an

prove the three following points by onvex analysis [16℄:

1. a anonial equilibrium state at inverse temperature � is always a

miroanonial equilibrium state for some energy E .

2. a miroanonial equilibrium state of energy E is also a anonial

equilibrium state, for some inverse temperature �, if and only if the

funtion S oinides, at the point E , with its onave envelope.

5

By de�nition, the miroanonial inverse temperature � is the Lagrange parameter

� orresponding to the entropy maximum (it may be not uniquely de�ned, for instane

at a �rst order miroanonial transition point). When S is di�erentiable, we have

� = s
0(E ). On the ontrary, in the anonial ensemble, � is a parameter. If the two

ensembles are equivalent at the energy E , then the anonial alulations with inverse

temperature � = s
0(E )will yield the same equilibrium state and the energy E . When

no onfusion is possible, � will either refer to the miroanonial or to the anonial

inverse temperature

6

The spei� heat is de�ned in the anonial ensemble as C
ano

v
= � �2d2F=d�2,

and as C
miro

v
= � �2=(d2S=dE 2) in the miroanonial ensemble.
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3. the seond point an be re�ned: we onsider an energy E at whih S

is regular (at least twie di�erentiable); then a miroanonial equi-

librium state of energy E is a anonial stable or metastable state, for

some inverse temperature �, if, and only if, the funtion S is loally

onave around the point E (that is loally under its tangent).

A proof of points 1 and 2, in the ontext of long range interating systems,

from the variational problems (1) and (2), is given in [16℄. Point 3 is a

diret generalization.

7

Let us furthermore argue that the knowledge of the anonial equilibria

m c(�), for all �, is su�ient to know whether ensemble inequivalene o-

urs or not. From the knowledge of all m c(�), we an ompute all anonial

equilibrium energies fh(m c(�))g. If this energy ensemble is the same as

the energy range of the system, then the whole urve S(E ) an be on-

struted from f(h(m c(�));s(m c(�)))g. This urve is always onave, as a

anonial equilibrium (not neessarily unique) may be assoiated to eah

point. Thus there is no ensemble inequivalene. Conversely, if the anoni-

al energy range is di�erent from the system energy range, then for these

energies, miroanonial equilibria are not anonial ones, and ensembles

are inequivalent. This disussion also shows that a miroanonial phase

diagram, where the onvexity hanges and onvexi�ation points or sur-

fae are represented, ontains all information neessary to onstrut the

assoiated anonial phase diagram (the onverse is wrong in general).

The problem of ensemble inequivalene is thus redued to the study of

the onavity of the funtion S(E ). More generally, miroanonial phase

transitions then orrespond to a lak of analytiity of the entropy S (E ),

whereas ensemble inequivalene or anonial phase transitions are hara-

terized by onvexity hanges of the entropy S (E ). We note that in systems

with short range interations, the mehanism of phase separation justi�es

the Maxwell onstrution, and explain why entropy funtions are generally

onave. These onsiderations are model independent, whih leads to the

entral point of the paper, in setion 3 and 4: we have the opportunity to

lassify all the possible phase transitions for these systems (or equivalently,

to lassify the analytiity breakings, onvexi�ation and onavity proper-

ties of S(E )); we will make use for this purpose of the tools of singularity

theory [4℄ (or atastrophe theory [43℄).

7

Here is a sketh of a possible proof: a anonial state m c, with energy E = h (m c),

is by de�nition said to be metastable if it is a loal, and not a global minimum of the

free energy funtional (for an in�nite dimensional m , one has to speify expliitly some

topology). If the energy is ontinuous, states lose to m c have an energy lose to E .

The appliation of point 2 to a lass of states with energy lose to E proves 3.
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3 Classi�ation of long-range interating sys-

tems phase-transitions and of statistial en-

semble inequivalene

In this setion, we fous on the ase where no symmetry property is as-

sumed for the dependene of the funtionals s and h on the oarse-grained

variable m . We lassify all maximization, onvexity and onvexi�ation

singularities of an entropy-energy urve. For eah situation, we are inter-

ested in singularities whih are not removed by any small perturbation of

the funtions s and h de�ning the variational problems (1) and (2). Let us

suppose that sand h depend on N + 1 parameters; heuristially we will say

that a singularity is generi with odimension n if it spans an N � n dimen-

sional hypersurfae in the N + 1 dimensional parameter spae. Thus, if one

explores an n + 1 dimensional hypersurfae in that spae, that is if n + 1

parameters an be varied, a odimension n singularity will be generially

observed. If we onsider the energy E to be one of these parameters (the

internal one), n then refers to the number of external parameters whih has

to be varied to observe generially odimension n singularities. Varhenko

[44℄ lassi�ed singularities of the onvex envelope of a �nite set of smooth

bounded funtion, up to odimension 2. Aiardi [1℄ ompleted this lassi-

�ation and applied it to the lassi�ation of phase transitions for binary

mixtures. These works do not however onsider maximization singular-

ities. Brysgalova [7℄ lassi�ed maximization singularities for variational

problems depending on a parameter. We know no mathematial results

lassifying both singularities and onvexi�ation properties of a variational

problem. We now �rst desribe �odimension -1� points (see below), and

lassify all odimension 0 and 1 singularities (that is with none or one ex-

ternal parameter), when only one onstraint (the energy) is onsidered. We

then searh in the literature whih of these transitions have been found in

atual physial models of interating partiles.

3.1 Generi points on a S(E ) urve

We desribe here generi points of a S(E ) urve, that is points aessi-

ble without tuning the energy. Formally, these would be �odimension � 1�

singularities. We thus onsider the three soures of singularity we are inter-

ested in: maximization singularity, onvexity property and onvexi�ation.

The orresponding generi points are:

� Maximization singularities and analyti properties

A generi point with respet to maximization is a point where S(E )

is analyti.

7



� Convexity properties

A generi point with respet to the onvexity properties is a point

where the seond derivative of S(E ) is non zero, so that S has a def-

inite onavity. This de�nes two types of generi points with respet

to the onvexity properties, the onave and the onvex ones.

� Properties with respet to onvexi�ation

A generi point of the urve S(E )may or may not belong to the

onave envelop of S. Thus, there are two types of generi points

with respet to onvexi�ation.

We may now ombine the di�erent properties to get the di�erent types of

generi points:

� A onave point may or may not belong to the onave envelop of S.

Consequently, there are two types of onave generi points: those

who belong to the onave envelop (points A on Fig. 1), and those

who do not belong to the envelop (points C on Fig. 1).

� A onvex point annot belong to the onave envelop, so that there

is only one type of suh generi points (points B on Fig. 1).

We have now lassi�ed the three types of generi points. The miroanon-

ial and anonial ensembles are equivalent at points of the A type, and

inequivalent at points of the B or C types (B or C de�ne the inequivalene

range). The negative spei� heat regions orrespond to points of the B

type. The range of admissible values for E an be deomposed into sev-

eral intervals, in the interior of whih S (E )has the property A , B or C .

In odimension 0 (no external parameter), a generi urve S (E )will be

haraterized by the bounds of these intervals. In the next setion, we will

follow the same sheme to systematially lassify all these bounds, thus all

odimension 0 singularities.

3.2 Codimension 0 singularities

In this setion, we onstrut all generi entropy urves, that is urves aes-

sible without tuning an external parameter. We all odimension 0 points

the speial points met along a generi S(E )urve when varying the energy

and no other parameter. They are of odimension 0 with respet to one of

the three soures of singularities (the maximization proess, the onvexity

properties of S and the onvexi�ation of S), and generi points with re-

spet to the other two: roughly speaking, we an �use� the tuning of the

energy to �nd a speial point with respet to just one of the soures. Thus,

we �rst enumerate the odimension 0 singularities arising from eah of the

three soures, and then ombine them with the generi points A , B or C .
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3.2.1 The three soures of singularities

� Maximization singularities and analyti properties

We want to lassify all the singularities for the maximum of a vari-

ational problem with a onstraint, when the value of the onstraint

is varied. We do not know any rigorous results dealing with this

problem, in the literature. However, we use results from singularity

theory [7℄, proved for variational problems depending on a parameter.

Here we have no parameter in the funtion but its role is played by the

energy onstraint. This di�erene might be important in some parti-

ular ases; we neglet this possibility in the following. Thus, from [7℄,

we know that odimension 0 maximization singularities are of only

one type. It orresponds to an exhange of stability/metastability be-

tween two di�erent branhes of solution of the variational problem.

At suh point E c, S is ontinuous, but the derivative � = @S=@E

undergoes a positive jump. We will refer to these points as miro-

anonial �rst order transitions.

� Convexity properties

There is only one type of odimension 0 singularity arising from

the onvexity properties of S: the in�exion point, where the seond

derivative of S vanishes (thus d�=dE = 0), and the third derivative is

non zero. Sine this orresponds to the point where a loal minimum

of f(m ;�)= �h(m )� s(m )beomes a saddle point, we will refer to

it as a anonial spinodal point

8

.

� Properties with respet to onvexi�ation

The onave envelop of S is made by onave portions joined by

straight lines. Thus, the only odimension 0 singularity arising from

onvexi�ation is the juntion of a urved and a straight portion

of the onave envelop. Sine this orresponds to a jump in the �rst

derivative of the free energy f(�), we will refer to it as a anonial �rst

order transition. At these points, two anonial equilibrium states

orrespond to the same �, and only one of those is the miroanonial

state; this situation is also alled partial equivalene of ensembles [16℄.

3.2.2 Constrution of the odimension 0 singularities

We are now ready to onstrut all odimension 0 singularities of the S(E )

urve, by ombining a odimension 0 situation in one of the three soures

of singularities with a generi point in the other two.

8

We note that due to the long range interations, the rossing of a spinodal point

is not assoiated to a spinodal deomposition (phase separation and oarsening) as in

short range interating systems. The phenomenology of the dynamis will rather be

assoiated to some global destabilization.
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� Let us �rst onsider the miroanonial �rst order transition, see

Fig. 2. At the point where two branhes of S (E )meet, the jump

in the derivative @S=@E is neessarily positive, so that the angle is

reentrant. The point thus never belongs to the onave envelop of S:

it is never visible in the anonial ensemble, it is in the inequivalene

range. These two branhes have a de�nite onavity, and may both

be onave or onvex. This determines three types of miroanonial

phase transitions, the onave-onvex and onvex-onave ones being

equivalent by hange E ! � E .

� Let us now turn to the in�exion point, or anonial spinodal point :

it onnets a onave and a onvex portion of S, and annot belong

to the onave envelop of S: it is in the inequivalene range. There

is only one type of suh points, represented on Fig. 2.

� The anonial �rst order transition bridges two ontat point of the

double tangent to the urve S(E ). At these two ontat points, the

S(E ) urve is always loally onave and there is only one type of

suh points, see Fig. 2.

This ompletes the lassi�ation of odimension 0 singularities. To summa-

rize, there exist miroanonial �rst order transitions (three di�erent types,

aording to the onavity of the branhes), anonial �rst order transitions

(one type), and anonial spinodal points (one type). From these, only the

anonial �rst order transition is visible in the anonial ensemble; the

others belong to the inequivalene range. A generi odimension 0 S (E )

urve is onstruted with A, B or C type segments separated by these

singularities.

3.2.3 Examples in physial systems

Hertel and Thirring introdued in a pioneering paper an exatly solvable

model [20℄ to illustrate the onepts of negative spei� heat and inequiv-

alene of ensembles. This simple model already shows the three types of

generi points (inluding the negative spei� heat), and all odimension 0

singularities: a anonial �rst order transition, a anonial spinodal point,

and a miroanonial �rst order transition between a onvex and a onave

branh. These situations are also found in many di�erent versions of more

realisti self-gravitating systems [10, 23, 33, 41℄.

Examples an be found in other branhes of physis: in [17℄, Ellis and ol-

laborators show a � (E ) urve for the quasi-geostrophi model displaying

the three types of generi points, a anonial �rst order transition, and

a anonial spinodal point ; in [27℄ Kiessling and Neukirh �nd the same

phenomenology in a magnetially self-on�ned plasma torus.
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All odimension 0 situations have thus already been found in physial mod-

els; we turn now to the the odimension 1 situations.

3.3 Varying an external parameter: odimension 1 sin-

gularities

The odimension 1 singularities arise along the S(E ) urve when varying

the energy and one external parameter: they desribe the way a generi

S(E ) urve an be modi�ed into another one. We follow the same path

as in the previous setion to lassify them: using singularity theory, we

�rst enumerate all odimension 1 situations for any of the three soures of

singularities, independently of the two other soures. We then onstrut

all odimension 1 singularities by ombinations: either of a odimension

1 situation in one soure with a generi point in the other two, or of a

odimension 0 situation with respet to two soures with a generi one in

the last soure.

3.3.1 Codimension 1 singularities for the three soures of sin-

gularities

� Maximization singularities and analyti properties

Using results of singularity theory, we know that the odimension 1

maximization singularities are of three types [7℄.

� the �rst type is the rossing of two miroanonial �rst order

transitions. It happens when three di�erent branhes of solu-

tions of the variational problem have the same entropy. We will

refer to it as a miroanonial triple point.

� the seond type is the appearane of a miroanonial �rst order

transition; it orresponds to a point where d�=dE = d2S=dE 2 =

+ 1 . We will all it a miroanonial ritial point.

� the last type onsists in the simultaneous appearane of two mi-

roanonial �rst order transitions; it happens when a formerly

wholly miroanonially metastable branh of S(E ) rosses the

stable one. Following the terminology used in binary mixture

phase transitions, we will all it an azeotropi point (see [1℄, and

Fig. 3 for an illustration).

� Convexity properties

� Varying the energy and an additional parameter allows one to

pik up on the S(E ) urve points where the seond and third

derivatives of S(E ) vanish. They show up as in�exion points
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with a horizontal tangent in the �(E )urve. This situation will

be alled a onvexity hange.

� Properties with respet to onvexi�ation

When varying an external parameter, the struture of the onave en-

velop, as a suession of onave regions and straight lines, hanges.

The odimension 1 singularities arising from onvexi�ation are pre-

isely the points where this struture hanges; they are of two types:

� The �rst one is the appearane of a straight portion in the on-

ave envelope in a formerly onave region. This requires that

d2S=dE 2
and d3S=dE 3

vanish together. It is atually a onvex-

ity hange as desribed above, but with the additional request

to be in the onave envelop. This type of onvexity hange is

the anonial ritial point.

� The seond one is the breaking of a straight portion in two

straight portions separated by a onave zone. This happens

when there is a triple tangent to the S(E ) graph; this will be

alled a anonial triple point.

3.3.2 Constrution of the odimension 1 singularities

The odimension 1 singularities are onstruted by ombining a odimen-

sion 1 situation from one of the three soures of singularity, with a generi

point for the other two, or by ombining two odimension 0 singularities.

� The miroanonial triple point involves three di�erent branhes of

solution, that may all be either onvex or onave. We refer them

by three letters, for instane CVC (C for onave and V for onvex).

The �rst letter refers to the onvexity of the low energy branh, the

seond one to the onvexity of the appearing branh, and the third

one to the onvexity of high energy branh (see Fig. 3). There are

eight types of suh points, however the CCV and VCC or the CVV

and VVC ases, respetively, are equivalent (by a hange E ! � E ).

The six remaining ases are illustrated on Fig. 3. All these situations

are always invisible in the onave envelop, thus always anonially

invisible.

� The miroanonial ritial point neessarily arises, in odimension

1, inside a onvex region of the S(E ) urve, invisible in the onave

envelop. Thus, there is only one type of suh points, see Fig. 3.

� The azeotropy phenomenon involves two branhes, but it is not pos-

sible to have the lower branh onvex and the upper one onave.
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This leaves three ases, from whih only the onave-onave (CC)

one is visible in the anonial ensemble; see Fig. 3. We refer to these

situations by two letters, for instane CV, where the seond letter

refers to the appearing branh.

� There are two types of onvexity hange: one orresponds to the

appearane of a onvex zone inside a onave one (referred by C),

and the other of a onave zone in a onvex one (referred by V). The

�rst ase may be visible after onvexi�ation. When suh it is the

anonial ritial point. See Fig. 3.

� The anonial triple point, or triple tangent ase, always onnets

three onave parts of the S(E )urve, so that there is only one type

of suh points, see Fig. 3.

� We turn now to a ombination of two odimension 0 singularities: the

enounter of a anonial spinodal point with a miroanonial �rst

order transition. Let us suppose that the branh with the in�exion

point is the low energy one (other ases are reovered by the hange

E ! � E ). The four ases CV-C, CV-V, VC-C and VC-V exist,

where the two �rst letters refer to the onavity of the branh with

the in�exion point, and the last one, to the onavity of the other

branh, see Fig. 3.

The anonial �rst order transition always happens alone, so that

there is no other possible ombination of odimension 0 situations.

The odimension 1 singularities allow us to disuss the onset of ensemble

inequivalene, ie how the onavity of the S(E ) urve is destroyed when

varying an external parameter. The inspetion of the above lassi�ation

tells us that this an happen in only two ways: at a anonial ritial point

and at an azeotropi point.

Let us also summarize the links between miroanonial and anonial

odimension 1 singularities. The anonial ritial point orresponds to the

appearane of a onvex intruder in the entropy, the anonial triple point

is linked to a onvexi�ation singularity, whereas the anonial azeotropy

ours together with a CC miroanonial azeotropy.

We give now examples of physial models displaying some of these odi-

mension 1 situations.

3.3.3 Examples in physial systems

A ut-o� is often imposed to regularize the short-range singularity of self

gravitating systems; the tuning of this new parameter allows to observe

odimension 1 singularities. The �rst rigorous study of the free energy of
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self gravitating fermions has been performed by Hertel and Thirring [21℄,

and the illustration of ensemble inequivalene assoiated to a �rst order

anonial phase transition is presented in [42℄. A omprehensive desrip-

tion of the phenomenology of the phase diagram may be found in [10℄: in

addition to all types of odimension 0 singularities, the phase diagram ex-

hibits a miroanonial ritial point, a anonial ritial point, and a ross-

ing point between a miroanonial �rst order transition and a anonial

spinodal point. In setion 2.2, we argued that the knowledge of the entropy-

energy urve, in partiular of its onavity and onvexi�ation properties,

is su�ient to haraterize both the miroanonial and anonial phase

transitions. In order to illustrate this point we draw a shemati (� E ;r)

phase diagram for self-gravitating fermions (r is the short range ut-o�)

on �gure 4. On this diagram, both miroanonial and anonial phase

transitions are represented.

A similar phenomenology has been found in the study of many dif-

ferent versions of self gravitating systems, the external parameter being

always the short distane ut-o� imposed on the gravitational interation

in various ways [10, 41℄. We refer to the artile [9℄ for a more omplete

bibliography and a more omprehensive desription of phase transitions in

self-gravitating systems.

To summarize, if all odimension 0 singularities have been found in var-

ious models of interating partiles, just a few odimension 1 situations

have already been observed. The lassi�ation thus allows to point out

new possible phenomenologies: miroanonial and anonial triple points,

azeotropy, and onvexity hange V (that is appearane of a onave zone

inside a onvex one) have to our knowledge never been desribed in the lit-

erature on long range interating systems. Inspetion of these transitions

shows that not only negative spei� heat may our in systems with long

range interation, but also a wide zoology of unommon behaviors.

4 Classi�ation of phase transitions and en-

semble inequivalene situations in systems

with symmetry

The lassi�ation of the previous setion sueeded in reproduing the phe-

nomenology of many di�erent systems, but not all of them. In partiular,

the various situations assoiated with seond order phase transitions do

not appear. The reason is that the notion of odimension 0, odimension

1 singularities and so on were introdued under the only hypothesis that

the funtional s(m ) is in�nitely di�erentiable, without any referene to the
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physial system onsidered. However, the symmetries of the physial sit-

uation, if present, will re�et in the funtional s(m ), whih then has to

verify a priori some additional hypothesis. This will lower the odimension

of some singularities, reating a muh riher phenomenology already at the

level of odimension 0 and 1 singularities. Thus, we have to omplete our

lassi�ation to apply it to physial systems with symmetries, like the par-

ity symmetry of an Ising spin system, the rotational symmetry of a self

gravitating system in a spherial box...

4.1 Relation between symmetry and odimension on

a simple example

To make learer the point raised in the previous paragraph, let us onsider

the mean �eld Ising model. Without external �eld, it displays a seond

order phase transition in the anonial ensemble, not desribed in the las-

si�ation so far: this is diretly related to the parity symmetry of the

model. With an external �eld, this symmetry is destroyed, as well as the

seond order phase transition; a �rst order phase transition, odimension

0 singularity even in the absene of symmetry, may however remain.

To be more preise, we onsider a funtional s(m ;E )with m 2 R , with a

parity symmetry: s(� m ;E )= s(m ;E ). As a onsequene, all derivatives of

odd order vanish in m = 0: @
(2n+ 1)
m sj(0;E ) = 0. Let us onsider now a miro-

anonial ritial point, de�ned as a point (m c;E c)where @
(n)
m sj(m c;E c)

= 0,

for n = 1;2;3. Without any hypothesis on the funtion s, this requires a

priori to satisfy three equations. Thus, a generi ritial point an only be

found by adding another degree of freedom, besides m and E , and is of

odimension 1. For instane a normal form for a ritial point is given by

s(E ;�)= m axm
�
� m 4 + bm 2 + am

	
where a and bare linear ombination

of E and �, and � is a tunable external parameter. The ritial point is

given by a = b= 0 and the line of miroanonial �rst order transition is

given by a = 0 and b > 0. However, if s is symmetri under parity, all

odd derivatives automatially vanish at m = 0, so that �nding a ritial

point breaking this symmetry requires only to satisfy one equation, varying

E . Moreover as the �rst derivative identially vanishes, the transition is

ontinuous: a miroanonial seond order phase transition is in that ase

a odimension 0 phenomenon. For instane, a normal form is given by

s(E )= m axm
�
� m 4 + (E � E C )m

2
	
.

In the following, we make the hypothesis that for a more general sym-

metry, at least one variable m 2 may be found suh that all odd derivatives

with respet to m 2 of s(m 1;m 2;E ;�)identially vanish: @
(2n+ 1)
m 2

sjm 2= 0 = 0.

This is atually the ase for a rotational symmetry, where the radius rplays

the role of m 2. A ase by ase study should be done for any other symmetry.
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We are not aware of any mathematial result we ould use to enumerate

the new singularities, suh as [7℄ for the non symmetri ase. We will thus

use in the following the heuristi, but systemati, riterion based on the

�number of equations to be solved�, as explained in this paragraph.

4.2 Codimension 0 singularities

The singularities assoiated to the onvexity properties, as well as those

onerning the onvexi�ation, are not modi�ed when a symmetry is as-

sumed. As seen above however, there is now an additional singularity due

to the maximization proess: the seond order phase transition, assoi-

ated with a symmetry breaking. At these points, a miroanonially stable

branh obeying the symmetry loses stability, and a non symmetri stable

branh appears. By onvention, we will suppose that the symmetri branh

is stable at energies larger than E c, and the broken symmetry branh is

stable for energy smaller than E c, although it is not neessary. S(E )and

dS=dE are ontinuous at E = E c, but d
2S=dE 2

experienes a negative jump

(a positive jump if the opposite onvention were adopted).

A priori, the high and low energy branhes may be onave or onvex,

but beause of this negative jump ondition, the assoiation of a onave

low energy branh with a onvex high energy branh is impossible. We are

thus left with three types of seond order phase transitions denoted CC,

VC and VV where the �rst letter refers to the low energy branh onvexity,

see Fig. 5. Only the CC miroanonial seond order phase transition is

visible in the anonial ensemble: it is the anonial seond order phase

transition. This ompletes the lassi�ation of odimension 0 singularities.

4.3 Codimension 1 singularities

The new odimension 1 singularities arise on one hand from the new odi-

mension 1 singularities due to the maximization, and on the other hand

from the ombination of the seond order phase transition (of odimen-

sion 0) with other odimension 0 singularities. We �rst identify the new

odimension 1 singularities, due to symmetry.

4.3.1 Codimension 1 singularities for the three soures of singu-

larities

� Maximization singularities and analyti properties

The miroanonial ritial point, miroanonial triple point and

azeotropi point are unhanged. Five new singularities are added.
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� the �rst one appears when the �rst �ve derivatives of s vanish

together along a ertain diretion. A normal form is given by

S (E ;�)= m axm
�
� m 6 � 3bm 4=2� 3am 2

	
, where a and b are

linear ombinations of E and �, and � is the tunable external

parameter whih gives aess to odimension 1 singularities. In

the (E ;�)plane, it onnets a line of miroanonial �rst order

transitions with a line of seond order phase transitions; fol-

lowing the usual anonial terminology we will refer to it as a

miroanonial triritial point [15℄. Fig. 6 shows the transi-

tion lines in the (E ;�)plane in the viinity of a miroanonial

triritial point. The qualitative features of this diagram are

universal: they do not depend on the polynomial form hosen

for S.

� the seond one ours when s has two equal maxima, and one

of these is quarti along one diretion. A normal form is given

by S1 (E ;�) = m axm 1

�
� m 4

1 � 2am 2
1 ;� m

2
1 + b

	
, where a and

b are linear ombinations of E and �. In the (E ;�) plane, it

onnets a line of miroanonial �rst order transitions with a

line of seond order phase transitions. It is a miroanonial

ritial end point [15℄. Transition lines in the viinity of a

miroanonial ritial end point are shown on Fig. 7.

� the third and fourth happen at a rossing of two seond order

transition lines, when the maximum of s is quarti along two di-

retions having the symmetry property. A normal form is given

by S (E ;�)= m axm 1;m 2

�
� m 4

1 � 2am 2
1 � m 4

2 � 2bm 2
2 � cm 2

1m
2
2

	
,

where a ! 0 and b! 0 are linear ombinations of E and �, and

c is a �nite onstant with c> � 1. Two ases have to be onsid-

ered (see Fig. 8).

When c< 1, varying the external parameter �, two seond or-

der transitions ome loser and loser; one the ritial value

of the parameter is reahed, they ross eah other and remain

una�eted. We are not aware of any standard denomination for

this singularity; as it involves four phases (m 1 = m 2 = 0, m 1 =

0 and m 2 6= 0, m 1 6= 0 and m 2 = 0, and m 1 6= 0 and m 2 6= 0),

we all it a seond order quadruple point. When c> 1, the

doubly asymmetri phase m 1 6= 0 and m 2 6= 0 is unstable (see

Fig. 8). For a < 0 and b< 0, the two phases m 1 = 0 and m 2 6=

0, m 1 6= 0 and m 2 = 0 may have the same entropy, and a �rst

order transition between them ours when a = b. It is amiro-

anonial biritial point [15℄. Transition lines for all these

situations are shown on Fig. 8.

� the last new singularity is the simultaneous appearane of two
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seond order phase transitions. It happens when the oe�ient

of the quarti term around the maximum of s, along a ertain

diretion, has a double root for e. We will refer to it as a seond

order azeotropi point. If we all � the free parameter, the

lous of a seond order phase transition is represented by a urve

in the (�;E )plane; a seond order azeotropy ours when a line

of onstant � is tangent to this urve. A normal form is given

by S (E ;�)= m axm
�
� m 4 + 2

�
E 2 � �

�
m 2

	
(see Fig. 9).

� Convexity properties

No new singularity arises from the inspetion of the onvexity prop-

erties.

� Properties with respet to onvexi�ation

No new singularity arises from the onvexi�ation of S(E ).

4.3.2 Constrution of the odimension 1 singularities

We now have to onstrut the new odimension 1 singularities by ombining

a new odimension 1 situation for the maximization proess with a generi

point for the other two soures of singularities, or by ombining a seond

order phase transition with another odimension 0 situation. Although the

proedure is straightforward, disussing all ases is tedious. We have hosen

to give a detailed disussion for the triritial and biritial points only,

in both ensembles. Table I summarizes all the results.

Triritial points: Inspetion of the entropy development around m = 0

for the miroanonial triritial point shows that at the triritial

point � = �c, E ! E �

c , the temperature is given by �(E )’ � C (Ec� E )
1=2

,

where C is a positive onstant. This proves that the low energy branh (less

symmetri phase with our onvention) is neessarily onvex. Aording to

the onavity of the high energy branh, there are thus two types of suh

points, whih we denote VV and VC. Beause of the onvexity of at least

one of the branh, both types are invisible in the anonial ensemble. See

Fig. 10.

We an onstrut a odimension 1 situation by superposing a seond order

transition (odimension 0) with a anonial spinodal point in one of the two

branhes (odimension 0). If the in�exion point is in the low energy branh,

the seond order transition evolves from a CC situation to a VC one. This is

visible in the anonial ensemble. As it orresponds to the appearane of a

�rst order transition from a seond order one, it is a anonial triritial

point. As a �rst order anonial transition appears at this point, this

singularity is assoiated to the onset of ensemble inequivalene, see Fig. 10.
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If the in�exion point is in the high energy branh, the situation evolves

from VV to VC; it is not visible in the anonial ensemble.

Biritial points: We base our disussion of the miroanonial bi-

ritial point on Fig. 8d. Depending on the orientation of the E and �

axis in the (a;b)plane, there are two ways to ross the singularity. Along

the �rst one (E 1, solid line on Fig. 8d), the �rst order phase transition

disappears at the singularity point, and the suession of phases is Aa-Ab-

S! Aa-S ; we still adopt the onvention that the symmetri phase is the one

of highest energy). Taking into aount the two negative onavity jumps

assoiated with the seond order transitions, as well as the diretion of E in

the (a;b)plane , we are left with four possible onavity on�gurations for

this Aa-Ab-S! Aa-S singularity: VVV! VV, VVC! VC, VCC! VC, and

CCC! CC (the CVC! CC ase is eliminated by the hoie of the diretion

for E : indeed, SA a = a2, SA b = b2, and the hoie of the E diretion is suh

that Ab is more onave than Aa). Only the last one (CCC! CC) is visible

in the anonial ensemble. As it involves a anonially invisible range near

the �rst order transition, it is assoiated with the ensemble inequivalene

onset. In the anonial ensemble, this situation involves a �rst order and

a seond order phase transitions before the singularity and a seond order

one after it. From the expliit omputation of F (�)from the normal form,

we onlude that the seond order transition before the transition is visible

in the anonial ensemble. This singularity is thus a anonial biritial

point; see Fig. 11 for shemati entropi and alori urves in that ase.

Along the E 2 diretion (dashed line on Fig. 8d), the �rst order phase tran-

sition disappears and two seond order phase transitions take plae: Aa-

Ab! Aa-S-Ab. Taking into aount the two onavity jumps assoiated

with the seond order transitions, we have four possible onavity on�gu-

rations for this Aa-Ab! Aa-S-Ab type: VV! VVV, VV! VCV, VC! VCC,

CC! CCC (the ase CV! CCV is also possible, but equivalent, by symme-

try, to the VC! VCC one). Only the CC! CCC ase is anonially visible,

and it is assoiated with ensemble inequivalene onset. It is also a anon-

ial biritial point.

The same disussion is arried out for all other singularities in appendix.

This allows to enumerate all possible miroanonial and anonial transi-

tions and their mutual relationship. The results are summarized in table I.

Most of the new singularities take plae in the inequivalene range, and

thus are anonially invisible, but two new types of inequivalene onset are

found, assoiated with the anonial triritial and biritial points.

Let us omment further on the links between anonial and miroanonial

ensembles. As the anonial optimization problem and the miroanonial

one are formally equivalent (one the energy onstraint is onsidered as a
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parameter in the miroanonial problem, whih is what we have done),

we should �nd exatly the same singularities in the two ensembles, even

though we have onstruted the anonial solution by onvexi�ation of

the miroanonial one and not diretly from the optimization problem.

This is indeed what we �nd, proving the onsisteny of our results. All

miroanonial singularities have thus a anonial equivalent, but the mi-

roanonial phenomenology is muh riher, as it allows many more on-

avity on�gurations. We review in the following paragraph the di�erent

situations already observed in the literature, and point out the ones whih

have not been found yet.

4.4 Examples

One of our main goals is to study the onset of ensemble inequivalene, or

equivalently the failure of the onavity of S(E ) varying an external pa-

rameter. For non symmetri systems, the anonial ritial point and the

azeotropi point have been shown to be the only two types of inequivalene

onset. Two new types are identi�ed for systems with symmetry. One is the

anonial triritial point, aross whih a CC miroanonial seond order

transition beomes a VC one. Onset of inequivalene through a anonial

triritial point has been observed at least twie, in a toy model of self

gravitating system [2℄ and in a spin system [5℄. This situation has also

been studied in a general setting [29℄. Onset of inequivalene around a

anonial biritial point has to our knowledge never been found.

Conerning the other odimension 1 singularities listed in this setion, we

are aware of just a few referenes. A miroanonial triritial point

with a onave high energy branh has been found in a spin system [5℄;

a miroanonial ritial end point has been observed in [2℄. All the

other lassi�ed situations, some of whih are rather exoti, have apparently

never been found. As for the non symmetri ase, we expet some of these

new situations to be found when more omplex models are studied. Let us

note that some of these singularities have of ourse been found in a purely

anonial setting: see for instane [28℄.

5 Conlusion

We have proposed in this artile a lassi�ation of phase transitions in non

additive systems. It relies on the fat that these systems are �mean �eld

like�, whih enables one to �nd the miroanonial and anonial equilib-

rium states as solutions of variational problems. Taking advantage of this

struture, and making use of existing results from singularity theory when
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available, or of heuristi arguments when not, we have lassi�ed all phase

transitions for these systems up to odimension 1, that is we have enu-

merated all the elementary piees building the phase diagrams of systems

with one onstraint (usually the energy) and one free parameter. All these

results are summarized by Figs. 2, 3, 5 and table I.

This lassi�ation gives a unique framework to understand the unusual

thermodynami phenomena arising in the many �elds of physis onerned

by this non additivity problem: astrophysis, two dimensional and geo-

physial turbulene, some models of plasma physis. All phase diagrams

obtained so far in these �elds (analytially or numerially), are reprodued

by the lassi�ation. In addition, we have exhibited some phenomenologies

likely to appear in the non additive ontext, but not yet found in any spe-

i� model. Among them, we an mention azeotropy and anonial biriti-

al points, whih are new types of ensemble inequivalene onset. Moreover,

lots of singularities assoiated with preise onvexity and onvexi�ation

properties have also not been observed. We have not emphasized in the

paper the ritial exponents of the various transitions; however, it is lear

that sine the mean �eld approah is valid, they are totally universal for

the systems onsidered, and may be alulated easily.

We have restrited in this artile the lassi�ation to odimension 1 situ-

ations (orresponding to systems with one free parameter), and one on-

served quantity (the energy in the whole artile). It is thus possible to

generalize this work, either by lassifying situations of odimension greater

than 2, or, maybe more interestingly, by onsidering systems with two or

more onserved quantities (angular momentum, total irulation for �uids

models). Taking into aount more onserved quantities is likely to give

a muh riher phenomenology, as shown for instane in the work [45℄, for

the self gravitating gas with short range ut o�, and onserved angular

momentum, in addition to the energy. Another problem not analyzed in

this work is the possibility of singularities at the border of the aessible

energy range for the system.
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Appendix

In this appendix we give a detailed disussion of the onstrution of all

odimension 1 singularities in a system with symmetry (see setion 4.3.2),

orresponding to the miroanonial ritial end point, to the seond order

quadruple point, and to the seond order azeotropi point.

� The miroanonial ritial end point is shematially repre-

sented on Fig. 7. With axis (E ;�)as drawn, there is one �rst order

transition for � < 0, and a �rst order then a seond order transitions

for � > 0. Combining the three types of seond order transitions

with the two possible onavities of the additional branh yields six

di�erent situations, denoted C-CC, V-CC, C-VC, V-VC, C-VV and

V-VV, where the �rst letter refers to the �rst order transition onav-

ity and the two last ones refer to the seond order transition. Other

diretions for E and � on Fig. 7 are reovered by symmetry.

� the seond order quadruple point involves four phases, visible on

�gure 8, denoted AA, Aa, Ab, and S (A refers to asymmetri and S to

symmetri, see �gure 8a, b and ). Let us analyze the onvexity of the

entropy d2S(E )=dE 2
, where the energy E is along a �xed diretion

in the (a;b)plane. Eah of the four seond order transitions AA-Aa,

AA-Ab, Aa-S and Ab-S involves a negative onavity jump, inde-

pendently of the way the transitions are rossed in the (a;b) plane.

Taking into aount the signs of these jumps, the 6 following ases

are possible, for the onavity of the branhes AA, Aa, Ab and S re-

spetively: VVVV, VVVC, VVCC, VCVC, VCCC, CCCC. A priori,

we do not have any information about whih branh between Aa or

Ab is more onvex than the other; however, �xing the diretion of E

in the (a;b)plane may fore the onavity jump between Aa and Ab

to have a de�nite sign, as we will see.

When rossing the singularity, the type of transition (suession of

phase on the E line) depends on the E diretion (see for instane

E 1, E 2 and E 3 on �gure 8). Along the E 1 diretion, one goes from

a suession of phases AA-Ab-S to AA-Aa-S; along the E 2 diretion,

the suession is Ab-S-Aa ! Ab-AA-Aa; along E 3, the suession is

AA-Ab ! AA-Aa-S-Ab (this is possible only if the parameter c in

the normal form is suh that � 1 < c< 0): three transitions appear

from a single one; along E 4, the suession is Ab-S ! Ab-AA-Aa-S

(this is possible only if the parameter c in the normal form is suh

that 0 < c < 1): also in this ase, three transitions appear from a
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single one. All other possible diretions for E and � an be reast

into one of the four previous situations, using the hanges of variables

E ! � E , � ! � �, and the symmetri role played by the branhes

Aa and Ab. For instane, the E 5 diretion on Fig. 8 leads to Aa-AA-

Ab ! Aa-S-Ab, whih is atually the same as E 2, one the hanges

E ! � E , � ! � � are made.

Taking into aount the previously studied onavity on�gurations,

5 possible AA-Ab-S ! AA-Aa-S transitions are found: VVV! VVV,

VVC! VVC, VCC! VVC, VCC! VCC, CCC! CCC (the VVC! VCC

ase is also possible, but equivalent, by symmetry, to VCC! VVC).

Only the CCC! CCC type transitions are visible in the anonial

ensemble; it is not assoiated with the onset of ensemble inequiv-

alene. Moreover, the ontinuity of � (E ) and of S (E ;�) insures

the ontinuity of F (�;�) and of @�F (�;�) = � E (�). Therefore

the miroanonial AA-Ab-S ! AA-Aa-S, CCC! CCC seond order

quadruple point is assoiated to a AA-Ab-S! AA-Aa-S anonial

seond order quadruple point.

Taking into aount the onavity on�gurations, 5 possible Ab-AA-

Aa ! Ab-S-Aa transitions are found: VVV! VVV, VVV! VCV,

CVV! CCV, CVC! CCC, CCC! CCC (the VVC! VCC ase is also

possible, but equivalent, by symmetry, to CVV! CCV). Only the

CCC! CCC and the CVC! CCC types are anonially visible, and

the latter is assoiated with the onset (disappearane when rossed

that way) of an energy range where ensembles are not equivalent: the

onvex AA branh is replaed by a �rst order transition in the anon-

ial one. The same reasoning as above for the ontinuity of F (�;�)

and of @�F (�;�)= � E (�) insures that the CC miroanonial se-

ond order transitions remain seond order transitions in the anonial

ensemble. We onlude that the miroanonial Ab-AA-Aa ! Ab-

S-Aa, CCC! CCC seond order quadruple point is assoiated to a

Ab-AA-Aa! Ab-S-Aa anonial seond order quadruple point,

and the miroanonial Ab-AA-Aa ! Ab-S-Aa, CVC! CCC seond

order quadruple point is assoiated to a Ab-Aa! Ab-S-Aa anonial

biritial point.

Taking into aount the onavity on�gurations, 5 possible AA-Ab!

AA-Aa-S-Ab singularities are found: VV! VVVV, VV! VVCV, VC!

VVCC, VC! VCCC, CC! CCCC. The diretion of E in the viinity

of the singularity (for instane E 3 on Fig. 8a) implies that the Aa

branh is more onvex than the Ab one; that's why the VV! VCCV

ase has to be eliminated. Only the CC! CCCC type is anoni-

ally visible; it is not assoiated with ensemble inequivalene on-

set. We onlude that the miroanonial AA-Ab! AA-Aa-S-Ab,

CC! CCCC seond order quadruple point is assoiated with a AA-
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Ab! AA-Aa-S-Ab anonial seond order quadruple point.

Finally, taking into aount the onavity on�gurations, 5 possi-

ble Ab-S ! Ab-AA-Aa-S singularities are found: VV! VVV, VC!

VVVC, VC! VVCC, CC! CVCC, CC! CCCC. The diretion of E

implies that the Ab branh is more onvex than the Aa one, so that

we have eliminated the CC! CVVC ase. The CC! CCCC ase is

anonially visible, not assoiated with ensemble inequivalene onset,

and orresponds to a Ab-S ! Ab-AA-Aa-S anonial seond order

quadruple point. The CC! CVCC ase is also anonially visible,

and is assoiated to ensemble inequivalene onset. Before the singu-

larity, the system shows anonially a seond order phase transition,

and, after the singularity, a �rst and a seond order one. Thus, it

is a Ab-S! Ab-Aa-S anonial biritial point (this is the anoni-

al equivalent-upon symmetry- of the miroanonial Aa-Ab-S! Aa-S

biritial point).

� a seond order azeotropy involves the appearane of two se-

ond order transitions. If we use the onvention that the low en-

ergy state is an asymmetri one (as on �gure 9), then just after the

rossing of the singularity, one observes, varying the energy, two se-

ond order transitions, with the on�guration asymmetri-symmetri-

asymmetri. The jumps in d2S=dE 2
are thus exatly opposite. More-

over the jump is exatly zero at the transition point (the entropy

hange is there quarti). Thus the onavity is not hanged at the

transition point. This yields two types of suh points, depending on

the onavity of S, denoted as VV and CC, with the usual onven-

tion.

Only the CC ase is visible in the anonial ensemble. In the anon-

ial ensemble, the seond derivative of the free energy with respet

to � is singular, and we observe the appearane of two jumps at the

singularity point. It is thus a anonial seond order azeotropy.

� a seond order transition may superpose with an in�exion

point in one of the two branhes. If the in�exion point is in the

low energy branh, the seond order transition evolves from a CC

situation to a VC one. This is visible in the anonial ensemble. As

it orresponds to the appearane of a �rst order transition from a

seond order one's, it is a anonial triritial point. As a �rst

order anonial transition appears at this point, this singularity is

assoiated to the birth of an interval of energy for whih miroanon-

ial and anonial ensembles are inequivalent.

If the in�exion point is in the high energy branh, the situation evolves

from VV to VC; it is not visible in the anonial ensemble.
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� �nally, a onave-onave seond order transition may oin-

ide with the boundary of a straight segment of the onave

envelop of S(E ). There is only one type of suh point. It is anoni-

ally visible. In the anonial ensemble, it gives a rossing between a

�rst order and a seond order anonial phase transitions. It is thus

a anonial ritial endpoint. It appears at the boundary of an

ensemble inequivalene range, but it is not assoiated with ensemble

inequivalene appearane.
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Captions for �gures

Fig. 1: The three types of generi points on the S(E ) urve. Points in A

zones are onave and belong to the onave envelop: they orrespond to a

anonial solution; B points are onvex, thus anonially unstable; C points

are onave but do not belong to the onave envelop: they are anonially

metastable. The thin line is the anonial urve in the inequivalene range.

Fig. 2: Codimension 0 singularities. The �rst three rows are the three

types of miroanonial �rst order transition, the fourth is the anonial

spinodal point, and the �fth is the anonial �rst order transition. C stands

for Conave, and V for onVex. The bold line is the miroanonial solu-

tion as well as the anonial one when they are equivalent; the thin one is

the anonial solution. �Invisible� means that the transition is not visible

in the anonial ensemble. The anonial urve in not drawn for invisible

situations.

Fig. 3: Codimension 1 singularities. The three urves S(E ) and �(E ) for

eah singularity orrespond to the situation just before the singularity is

rossed, right at the singularity, and just after it. See the text for om-

ments; the meaning of the urves is as in Fig. 2, and dotted lines represent

metastable or unstable miroanonial branhes.

Fig. 4: Shemati phase diagram for self-gravitating fermions. Horizontal

and vertial axis are respetively minus the energy and a small length sale

ut-o�. This illustrates that a miroanonial diagram inluding miro-

anonial phase transitions as well as entropy onavity and onvexi�a-

tion properties is su�ient to summarize the anonial phase transitions.

The bold line is a �rst order miroanonial phase transition line (between

gaseous and ore-halo phases), ending at amiroanonial ritial point

(Mp). The grey line is a anonial �rst order transition line (onvexi�-

ation singularity), with a anonial ritial point (Cp). The dashed

grey line is a line of anonial spinodal point. It rosses the miroanonial

�rst order phase transition at Cr. The hashed zone is the inequivalene

area, absent in the anonial ensemble; the doubly hashed is the negative

spei� region. The bold dashed line is a line of miroanonial stability

hange, marking the limits of stability of the gaseous and ore-halo phases

(suh miroanonial stability hanges are not desribed in our lassi�a-

tion). For 1=� = 0, we reover the self-gravitating isothermal ollapse (CE)

and gravitational phase transition (MCE) points. A similar phase diagram

has been done independently in [11℄.

Fig. 5: New odimension 0 singularities for systems with symmetry.
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Fig. 6: Transition lines in the viinity of a miroanonial triritial

point, from the normal form S (E ;�)= m axm
�
� m 6 � 3bm 4=2� 3am 2

	
.

The triritial point is reahed for a = b= 0. Small insets show the typial

behavior of sa;b(m )in the various areas. The urve 4a = b2 orresponds to

the appearane of three loal maxima. The bold urve (16a = 3b2;b< 0)

is a �rst order transition line. The bold-dashed urve is a seond order

transition line, with negative onavity jump when going on the dashed

side of the urve. a and b are linear ombinations of E and �. Some pos-

sible diretions for E and � are represented by the dashed arrows; with

these orientations, the transition is �rst order for � < 0 and seond order

for � > 0.

Fig. 7: Transition lines in the viinity of a miroanonial ritial end

point, from the normal form S (E ;�)= m axm
�
� m 4 � 2am 2 ;� m 2 + b

	
.

Small insets show the typial behavior of sa;b(m ) in the various areas, the

lhs �gure referring to the quarti part. Meaning of urves and arrows are

as in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8: Transition lines in the viinity of a rossing of two miroanonial

seond order transitions, from the normal form

S (E ;�)= m axm 1;m 2

�
� m 4

1 � 2am 2
1 � m 4

2 � 2bm 2
2 � 2cm 2

1m
2
2

	
(see text).

Letters S, Aa, Ab and AA refer to the four phases involved: Symmet-

ri S m 1 = m 2 = 0, Antisymmetri Ab: m 1 = 0 and m 2 6= 0, An-

tisymmetri Aa: m 1 6= 0 and m 2 = 0, and Antisymmetri AA: m 1 6=

0 and m 2 6= 0. Their entropy is respetively SS = 0, SA a = a2, SA b = b2

and SA A =
�
b2 + a2 � 2cab

�
=
�
1� c2

�
. Panels a, b and  represent respe-

tively � 1< c< 0, c= 0, 0< c< 1 and all orrespond to a seond order

quadruple point (this is not a standard term). Panel d is for c> 1 and

orresponds to a miroanonial biritial point. For c= 0, small in-

sets show the typial behavior of sa;b(m 1;m 2) in the various areas, the rhs

(resp. lhs) �gure referring to the dependene on m 1 (resp m 2). The seond

order lines are represented by bold-dashed urve, with negative onavity

jump when going on the dashed side of the urve. Possible diretions for

E are represented by the arrows in panels a), ) and d).

Fig. 9: Transition lines in the viinity of a seond order azeotropy, from

the normal form S (E ;�) = m axm
�
� m 4 + 2

�
E 2 � �

�
m 2

	
. The bold-

dashed urve is a seond order transition line, with negative onavity

jump when going on the dashed side of the urve.

Fig. 10: Shemati alori urves around a miroanonial VC (upper row)

and a anonial (lower row) triritial point, respetively before (left), at
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(enter), and after (right) the singularity. The bold lines is the miroanon-

ial solution as well as the anonial one when they are equivalent; the thin

line is the anonial solution in the inequivalene range (not drawn on the

top row); the dashed line represents miroanonially metastable or unsta-

ble branhes. Note the ensemble inequivalene onset around a anonial

triritial point.

Fig. 11: Shemati entropi and alori urves around a biritial point, of

CCC! CC type, before, at and after the singularity. Lines have the same

signi�ation as in Fig. 10. Note the other type of inequivalene onset.

Table. I: This table summarizes the new odimension 1 singularities, when

some symmetry of the system is onsidered. The third olumn is the num-

ber of singularities of a given type (the seond number when onvexity

properties are taken into aount, the �rst one when not). The fourth

olumn is the number of singularities visible in the anonial ensemble

together with their type. The last olumn gives the number of singulari-

ties assoiated with the appearane/disappearane of an energy range of

ensemble inequivalene. For instane, they are 4 types of miroanonial

seond order quadruple points, 20 when onvexity is taken into aount,

6 of whih are anonially visible, giving respetively 4 anonial seond

order quadruple points and 2 anonial biritial points. This last one is

assoiated to the onset of ensemble inequivalene.
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Figure 1: The three types of generi points on the S(E )urve. Points in A

zones are onave and belong to the onave envelop: they orrespond to a

anonial solution; B points are onvex, thus anonially unstable; C points

are onave but do not belong to the onave envelop: they are anonially

metastable. The thin line is the anonial urve in the inequivalene range.
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Figure 2: Codimension 0 singularities. The �rst three rows are the three

types of miroanonial �rst order transition, the fourth is the anonial

spinodal point, and the �fth is the anonial �rst order transition. C stands

for Conave, and V for onVex. The bold line is the miroanonial solution

as well as the anonial one when they are equivalent; the thin one is the

anonial solution. �Invisible� means that the transition is not visible in

the anonial ensemble. The anonial urve in not drawn for invisible

situations.
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Figure 4: Shemati phase diagram for self-gravitating fermions. Horizon-

tal and vertial axis are respetively minus the energy and a small length

sale ut-o�. This illustrates that a miroanonial diagram inluding mi-

roanonial phase transitions as well as entropy onavity and onvexi�-

ation properties is su�ient to summarize the anonial phase transitions.

In bold blak, a line of �rst order miroanonial phase transition (between

gaseous and ore-halo phases), ending at amiroanonial ritial point

(Mp). In bold grey, a line of anonial �rst order transition (onvexi�-

ation singularity), with a anonial ritial point (Cp). In dashed

grey, a line of anonial spinodal point. It rosses the miroanonial �rst

order phase transition at Cr. The hashed zone is the inequivalene area,

absent in the anonial ensemble; the doubly hashed is the negative spei�

region. The bold dashed line is a line of miroanonial stability hange,

marking the limits of stability of the gaseous and ore-halo phases (suh

miroanonial stability hanges are not desribed in our lassi�ation).

For 1=� = 0, we reover the self-gravitating isothermal ollapse (CE) and

gravitational phase transition (MCE) points. A similar phase diagram has

been done independently in [11℄.
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Figure 5: New odimension 0 singularities for systems with symmetry.
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a

b

4a=b

16a=3b

E

λ

2

2

Figure 6: Transition lines in the viinity of amiroanonial triritial

point, from the normal form S (E ;�)= m axm
�
� m 6 � 3bm 4=2� 3am 2

	
.

The triritial point is reahed for a = b= 0. Small insets show the typial

behavior of sa;b(m )in the various areas. The urve 4a = b2 orresponds to

the appearane of three loal maxima. The bold urve (16a = 3b2;b< 0)

is a �rst order transition line. The bold-dashed urve is a seond order

transition line, with negative onavity jump when going on the dashed

side of the urve. a and b are linear ombinations of E and �. Some

possible diretions for E and � are represented by the dashed arrows; with

these orientations, the transition is �rst order for � < 0 and seond order

for � > 0.
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a

b

Eλ

a =b
2

Figure 7: Transition lines in the viinity of a miroanon-

ial ritial end point, from the normal form S (E ;�) =

m axm
�
� m 4 � 2am 2 ;� m 2 + b

	
. Small insets show the typial behavior

of sa;b(m ) in the various areas, the lhs �gure referring to the quarti part.

Meaning of urves and arrows are as in Fig. 6.
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Figure 8: Transition lines in the viinity of a rossing of two mi-

roanonial seond order transitions, from the normal form S (E ;�) =

m axm 1;m 2

�
� m 4

1 � 2am 2
1 � m 4

2 � 2bm 2
2 � 2cm 2

1m
2
2

	
(see text). Letters S,

Aa, Ab and AA refer to the four phases involved: Symmetri S m 1 =

m 2 = 0, Antisymmetri Ab: m 1 = 0 and m 2 6= 0, Antisymmetri

Aa: m 1 6= 0 and m 2 = 0, and Antisymmetri AA: m 1 6= 0 and m 2 6=

0. Their entropy is respetively SS = 0, SA a = a2, SA b = b2 and

SA A =
�
b2 + a2 � 2cab

�
=
�
1� c2

�
. Panels a, b and  represent respe-

tively � 1< c< 0, c= 0, 0< c< 1 and all orrespond to a seond order

quadruple point (this is not a standard term). Panel d is for c> 1 and

orresponds to a miroanonial biritial point. For c= 0, small in-

sets show the typial behavior of sa;b(m 1;m 2) in the various areas, the rhs

(resp. lhs) �gure referring to the dependene on m 1 (resp m 2). The seond

order lines are represented by bold-dashed urve, with negative onavity

jump when going on the dashed side of the urve. Possible diretions for

E are represented by the arrows in panels a), ) and d).
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λ= E
λ

Ε

2

Figure 9: Transition lines in the viinity of a seond order azeotropy,

from the normal form S (E ;�) = m axm
�
� m 4 + 2

�
E 2 � �

�
m 2

	
. The

bold-dashed urve is a seond order transition line, with negative onavity

jump when going on the dashed side of the urve.
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EE

β β β

ββ β

E

Figure 10: Shemati alori urves around a miroanonial VC (upper

row) and a anonial (lower row) triritial point, respetively before (left),

at (enter), and after (right) the singularity. The bold lines are the miro-

anonial solution as well as the anonial one when they are equivalent;

the thin line is the anonial solution in the inequivalene range (not drawn

on the top row); the dashed lines represent miroanonially metastable or

unstable branhes. Note the ensemble inequivalene onset around a anon-

ial triritial point.
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Table I: This table summarizes the new odimension 1 singularities, when

some symmetry of the system is onsidered. The third olumn is the num-

ber of singularities of a given type: the �rst number takes into aount only

the number of possible ways a singularity an be seen on the entropi urve;

the seond number takes into aount in addition the di�erent onvexity

on�gurations. The fourth olumn is the number of singularities visible in

the anonial ensemble together with their type. The last olumn gives

the number of singularities assoiated with the appearane/disappearane

of an energy range of ensemble inequivalene. For instane, there are 4

types of miroanonial seond order quadruple points, 20 when onvexity

is taken into aount, 6 of whih are anonially visible, giving respe-

tively the four types of anonial seond order quadruple points and two

anonial biritial points. These last ones are assoiated with ensemble

inequivalene onset.

Singularity

type

Miroanonial

singularity

Nbr Canonial (Nbr) Ineq.

Maximization

Triritial

Critial end point

2nd order quadruple

Biritial

2nd order azeotropy

1/2

1/6

4/20

2/8

1/2

None

None

2nd order quadruple (4)

Biritial (2)

Biritial (2)

2nd order azeotropy (1)

None

None

None

2

2

None

Convexity

2nd order

+in�exion

1/2 Triritial (1) 1

Convexi�ation

2nd order

+onvexi�ation

1 Critial end point (1) none
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β β β

Figure 11: Shemati entropi and alori urves around a biritial point,

of CCC! CC type, before, at and after the singularity. Lines have the same

signi�ation as in Fig. 10. Note the other type of inequivalene onset.
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